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Abstract—We investigated numerically the possibility of all 

normal dispersion fiber design for near-infrared supercontinuum 
generation based on a standard air-silica microstructure. The de-
sign procedure includes finding of target dispersion profile and 
subsequent finding of appropriate geometrical fiber design by in-
verse dispersion engineering. It was shown that the tailoring of 
dispersion profile could increase the spectral width of generated 
supercontinuum while maintaining perfect spectral flatness. 
Conditions necessary for wide and flat supercontinuum genera-
tion as well as restrictions imposed by chosen materials were dis-
cussed. As a result of design and optimization procedure, an air-
silica design was found providing normal dispersion up to 3 µm. 
Simulation results with 10 nJ, 100 fs pulses demonstrate super-
continuum generation up to 1.3 octave; whereas pumping with 30 
nJ, 100 fs pulses could provide 1.8 octave supercontinuum.  
 

Index Terms— Supercontinuum generation; Microstructured 
fibers; Nonlinear optics, fibers; Ultrafast processes in fibers; 
Ultrafast nonlinear optics. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
UPERCONTINUUM (SC) generation is a very active field of 
research since 1970s [1]. Supercontinuum is the genera-

tion of intense ultrafast broadband radiation based on nonlin-
ear interaction during propagation of ultrafast pulses focused 
into a transparent material. The supercontinuum can be gener-
ated in different states of matter liquids, solids and gases [1]. 
The spectra can cover the range from the ultraviolet to the near 
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infrared and sometimes is called “white-light”. This kind of 
radiation can be intense, collimated, and coherent similarly to 
conventional laser light. Owing to that supercontinuum has 
found numerous applications in optical communications, opti-
cal coherence tomography, frequency metrology, and ex-
tremely short pulse generation [1, 2]. The advent of micro-
structured optical fibers in the late 1990s has led to a signifi-
cant progress in the generation of supercontinuum spectra [2]. 
The design freedom of microstructured fibers allowed super-
continuum generation in the wide range of pump sources. Par-
ticularly application of low energy nanojoule pump pulses al-
lowed generation supercontinuum spectra covering more than 
one octave [2, 3]. The broadest SC spectra are generated usu-
ally when injecting the pump pulse into the anomalous group 
velocity dispersion (GVD) wavelength range of the fiber [3]. 
In this case the broadening mechanism is dominated by soliton 
dynamics and modulation instability [3, 4]. Pumping in anom-
alous dispersion region can lead to some problems such as 
complex temporal profile, the spectral fine structure, lack of 
spectral flatness, increment of noise, and low-coherence char-
acteristics [5–7]. SC generation in normal dispersion region of 
the fiber also can provide octave spanning spectra [8, 9]. Over 
recent years were proposed all-normal dispersion photonic 
crystal fibers (ANDi PCFs) which exhibit normal dispersion 
profiles such that supercontinuum generation appears in the 
normal dispersion region of the fiber over the whole super-
continuum band [10]. The physical mechanism of SC genera-
tion in ANDi PCF is drastically different as compared to that 
one in anomalous region of the fibers. In normal dispersion 
region spectral broadening appears preliminary due to the ac-
tion of self-phase modulation (SPM) and four-wave mixing 
(FWM) induced by optical wave breaking (OWB) [9, 11]. 
Pumping near the flattened top of such ANDi PCF provides 
generation of flat-top and octave-spanning SC characterized 
by a high degree of pulse-to-pulse coherence [12] and pre-
serving a single pulse in temporal domain. Such flat and broad 
spectrum can enable constant signal-to-noise ratio (and con-
stant dynamic range) in spectral measurements. Whereas 
maintaining of single pulse in temporal domain and smooth 
phase distribution are attractive for time-resolved measure-
ments, amplification of SC pulses in parametric processes or 
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for few-cycle pulse generation [9, 13]. 
ANDi fibers can be fabricated by standard stack-and-draw 

technique based on common air-silica microstructure. This 
way ANDi fibers having flattened top of dispersion curve for 
pumping at wavelengths 650 nm [9], 800 nm [14], 1060 nm 
[9, 15] were fabricated. However, providing of normal disper-
sion in the near infrared region (NIR) with air-silica PCFs is 
more difficult task and moreover their performance is limited 
also by increasing of absorption losses in silica in the near in-
frared. Therefore another materials and types of ANDi fibers 
were proposed for NIR SC generation. Particularly, germa-
nium-doped silica ANDi fibers were proposed [16, 17]. For 
example, all-solid heavily Ge-doped fiber with a four-layer re-
fractive index profile could provide flat normal dispersion up 
to 2600 nm allowing flat-top SC generation ranging from 1000 
to 2600 nm [16]. However, high concentration of GeO2 in the 
fiber core is required. Smaller concentration of GeO2 can be 
used if additional air holes are inserted [17]. Hybrid fiber 
based on a silica cladding and yttria-alumino-silicate glass 
core was proposed providing high nonlinearity and a large re-
fractive index difference with silica for dispersion engineering 
[18]. All-solid soft glass microstructured fibers also allow 
flexibility of dispersion engineering via manipulation of mate-
rial dispersions of the pair of glasses [19-21]. Such soft glass 
fibers could provide normal dispersion up to 3500 nm [22]. 
Chalcogenide fibers are promising candidates for SC genera-
tion in the mid-infrared region due to their wide transmission 
range and large nonlinear refractive index [23-25]. For exam-
ple, flat SC generation in chalcogenide fiber was reported in 
the region 3-5 µm [25].  

An important point for designing of ANDi fibers is 
dispersion engineering. Dispersion profile can sufficiently in-
fluence the SC generation dynamics. Controlling of dispersion 
profile up to the higher dispersions order allows improve the 
width and flatness of the generated SC in ANDi fibers. This 
way was designed lead–silicate-based binary multi-clad mi-
crostructured fiber which could provide ultra wide (903–2443 
nm) supercontinuum generation with perfect flatness (< 5 dB) 
[26]. Here we will show via numerical modeling that careful 
dispersion engineering in combination with powerful numeri-
cal optimization technique could enhance greatly the perfor-
mance of conventional air-silica microstructured ANDi fibers. 
Variation of only geometrical fiber parameters (pith and air 
holes diameters) allows extend flat normal dispersion band up 
to 3 µm This allows SC generation up to 1.8 octaves with 
femtosecond nanojoule pulses. Limitations and perspectives of 
air-silica microstructured ANDi fibers as compared to other 
types of ANDi fibers are discussed. 

II. PULSE PROPAGATION IN ANDI FIBER 
Ultrashort pulse propagation in optical fiber and particularly 

supercontinuum generation is simulated using generalized 
nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLSE). It is formulated in 
terms of the electric field envelope ),( TzAA=  at a propaga-
tion distance z  in a retarded reference time frame 1T t zb= -  

traveling at the envelope group velocity 1
1b
-  [2, 11, 27]: 
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where a  is the attenuation constant, g  is the nonlinear coeffi-
cient, nb  are the dispersion coefficients obtained by a Taylor 
series expansion of the propagation constant )(wb  around the 
pulse center frequency 0w . The pulse center frequency corre-
sponds to the wavelength of 1550 nm in our study. The re-
sponse function ( ) )()(1)( thftftR RRR +-= d  includes both 
the instantaneous electronic and delayed Raman contributions, 
with 18.0=Rf  representing the fractional contribution of the 
delayed Raman response. For the Raman response function of 
the silica fiber, )(thR , the analytical expression is used [28]: 
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where 2.121 =t fs and 322 =t fs. 
The GNLSE (1) is solved by Runge–Kutta in the interaction 

picture method [2]. 
 

III. STARTING CHARACTERISTICS  
Previous results related to the designing of ANDi fibers 

have shown that pumping near the top of convex dispersion 
curve is optimal for supercontinuum generation in ANDi fi-
bers [9, 11]. Therefore, we have chosen for the starting design 
the convex dispersion profile having top near 1550 nm shown 
in the Fig. 1(a). This dispersion profile is described by the 
following set of dispersion coefficients: 

( )1 2
2 1.6735 10 ps /kmb = ´ , ( )-2 3

3 -3.790 10 ps /kmb = ´ , 

( )-4 4
4 2.6110 10 ps /kmb = ´ , ( )-7 5

5 -8.0617 10 ps /kmb = ´ , 

( )-9 6
6 2.1365 10 ps /kmb = ´ , ( )-12 7

7 -3.6457 10 ps /kmb = ´ , 

( )-14 8
8 -1.0578 10 ps /kmb = ´ , ( )-16 9

9 1.35 10 ps /kmb = ´ . This 

dispersion curve was inspired by the dispersion profile of air-
silica ANDi PCF which we have developed earlier for 800 nm 
[14]. We use it as a starting dispersion profile for subsequent 
dispersion engineering. 

 
Fig. 1. a) Dispersion profile for the starting design; b) Supercontinuum 
spectra obtained in the case of dispersion profile shown in (a) and for various 
values of the nonlinear coefficient.  
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Figure 1(b) shows supercontinuum spectra obtained for 
starting dispersion profile at 1550 nm for different amounts of 
nonlinear coefficient. Pump pulse energy was chosen to be 

nJ 5E0 = , pulse duration fs 001FWHM = , pulse shape – 
Gaussian, fiber length 10 cm. From Fig.1 we can see that such 
dispersion profile could provide wide supercontinuum genera-
tion at 1550 nm. For 0.07  1/(W m)g = × spectral width (SW) 
is 1.59 octave (at the level −20 dB), whereas the drop of spec-
tral intensity in the central part of the spectrum (DP) is only 
−1.6 dB. So, we can obtain wide spectrum with good flatness. 

Increasing of nonlinear coefficient provides wider spectrum 
but the dip in the central part becomes stronger, such that 
pulse energy transfers form the central part (pumping wave-
length) to the lateral bands of the spectrum. Owing to that for 

1/(Wm)  1.0=g we have SW = 1.77, DP = −2.5 dB; whereas 
for 1/(Wm)  12.0=g we have SW = 1.86, DP = −3.2 dB. In the 
last case the dip is already larger than 3 dB, in order to main-
tain the perfect flatness we are trying here to maintain it no 
more than 3 dB. The depletion of the central part of the spec-
trum and appearance of the dip actually limits the performance 
of the given fiber, because we cannot increase further the 
spectral width without worsening the spectral flatness [14]. 
However, the significant advantage of microstrcuctured opti-
cal fibers is the possibility to tailor the dispersion profile in the 
wide range, which can increase the performance of the fiber 
for a given application. At the next step we investigate the 
possibility to tailor starting dispersion profile in order to in-
crease the spectral width while maintaining good spectral flat-
ness. 

A. Variation of Dispersion Profile 
For the next step we have chosen dispersion profile shown 

in the Fig. 1 a) and nonlinear coefficient 0.12  1/(W m)g = ×  
providing wider bandwidth but excessive spectral dip DP = 
−3.2 dB as Fig. 1 b) shows. The aim of dispersion engineering 
is to tune dispersion profile in order to improve the spectral 
flatness (maintain the dip at the level 3 dB£ - ) and expand 
spectral width of the generated SC. We tune dispersion coeffi-
cients, shown in Sec. 3 “STARTING DESIGN”, separately, 
starting from ( )1 2

2 1.6735 10 ps /kmb = ´ . 

Figure 2(a) shows supercontinuum spectra obtained by 
tuning 2b . Pump pulse parameters are the same for all cases 
(pulse energy – 5 nJ, pulse duration – 100 fs, pulse shape – 
Gaussian, fiber length 10 cm). If changes in the pump param-
eters are made, it will be noted in the text below. From 

Fig.2(a) we can see that if we take larger 

( )1 2
2 2.67 10 ps /kmb = ´  one can reduce the red spectral peak 

in the longer wavelength side of the spectrum, but the spectral 
width also is reduced comparing to the initial value of 2b . 
Whereas smaller 2b  leads to the increasing of the red spectral 

peak. So, tuning of 2b  does not lead to the improvement of 
spectral profile namely improvement of the flatness and ex-
tending of the spectrum. The same conclusion one can make 
for tuning of 3b  shown in the Fig. 2(b). In this case any 
changes of 3b  does not lead to the reduction of the red spec-
tral peak. 

Figure 3 shows supercontinuum spectra obtained by tuning 
4b  and 5b . Tuning of 4b  also does not lead to the improve-

ment of spectrum as Fig. 3(a) shows. However, from Fig. 3(b) 
one can see that there is some range when red spectral peak is 
reduced whereas spectral width becomes larger when we tune 
5b . 
Figure 4 a) shows the enlarged at the shorter wavelength 

side figure of the 5b tuning. Form this figure one can clearly 

see that smaller ( )-7 5
5 -9.06 10 ps /kmb = ´  indeed reduces red 

spectral peak of the spectrum (DP = −2.8 dB) and provides 
larger spectral width (SW = 1.91 octave) as compared to the 
initial value of ( )-7 5

5 -8.06 10 ps /kmb = ´ . Further decreasing 

of 5b  up to ( )-7 5
5 -9.56 10 ps /kmb = ´  leads again to wider 

spectrum (SW=1.94 octave), the drop of spectral intensity is 
DP = −3 dB. Finally for ( )-7 5

5 -9.96 10 ps /kmb = ´ , we have 

SW=1.97 octave and DP = −4 dB. So we see that 

( )-7 5
5 -9.56 10 ps /kmb = ´  is optimal because spectral width 

becomes larger (SW = 1.94 octave) while spectral flatness is 
still at optimal level (DP = −3 dB). 

 
Fig. 3. a) Supercontinuum spectra obtained by tuning ; b) supercontinuum 

spectra obtained by tuning  
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Figure 4 b) shows dispersion profiles corresponding to the 
tuning of 5b . Dispersion curves nearly coincides in the wave-
length range larger 1.5 µm, therefore it is shown only the 
shorter wavelength part for better viewing. From this figure 
one can see that the difference between dispersion curves ap-
pears only for µm 1.1<l . It is obvious that this provides the 
changes in the shorter wavelength side of supercontinuum 
spectra shown in the Fig. 4(a). Particularly the value 

( )-7 5
5 -9.56 10 ps /kmb = ´ corresponds to the more flattened 

top of dispersion curve as compared to the initial value 

( )-7 5
5 -8.06 10 ps /kmb = ´ . In other words, the flattened top of 

dispersion curve is more extended to shorter wavelengths such 
that the drop of dispersion curve is blue-shifted. We assume 
that this wider flattened top towards shorter wavelength side 
provides more flat and at the same time wider spectrum as Fig. 
4 a) shows. However, further reduction of 5b  up to the 

( )-7 5
5 -9.96 10 ps /kmb = ´ , provides again wider spectrum 

SW=1.97, but spectral flatness becomes worth DP = −4 dB. 
We assume that this is related to the stronger gradient of dis-
persion curve at the edge in this case, i.e. flattened top of dis-
persion curve becomes even larger, but the drop of dispersion 
curve at the edge becomes faster. Owing to that 

( )-7 5
5 -9.56 10 ps /kmb = ´  is optimal compromise in this case. 

We have investigated tuning of dispersion coefficients also for 
6b , and 7b ; however it has not provided further sufficient in-

creasing of spectral width while maintaining good flatness. 
Thus, we can choose dispersion coefficients from Sec.3 

“STARTING DESIGN” together with new 

( )-7 5
5 -9.56 10 ps /kmb = ´  and 0.12  1/(W m)g = × as a target 

design for the next step. It allows to increase spectral width up 
to nearly two octaves (SW = 1.94 octave), while maintaining 
excellent spectral flatness (DP = −3 dB). Fig.5(a) shows corre-
sponding spectrum. 

Thus, dispersion engineering could provide indeed 
increasing of the spectral width of SC generated in ANDi fi-
bers while maintaining perfect spectral flatness, however the 
limiting factor in this case can be the drop of dispersion curve 
from the short wavelength side due to the material dispersion 
leading to the increasing of spectral oscillations at the short 
wavelength side of the spectrum. The possible difficulty can 
be also a large amount of nonlinear coefficient 

0.12  1/(W m)g = ×  which would be difficult to realize at 1550 

nm in air-silica fiber as compared to e.g. 800 nm. We have es-
timated the influence of smaller nonlinear coefficient on the 
SC generation. Fig. 5 b) shows spectra for different amounts 
of nonlinear coefficient. Particularly if we reduce nonlinear 
coefficient up to 0.06  1/(W m)g = × the spectral width of the 
SC sufficiently reduces up to SW = 1.6 octave (DP = 
−1.7 dB). However, the possible solution is increasing of 
pump pulse energy from 5 nJ till 10 nJ. In this case we can 
maintain the wide spectrum (SW = 1.94 octave) and spectral 
flatness at the same level (DP = −3 dB), when nonlinear coef-
ficient is smaller. 

IV. TRANSFORMING DISPERSION CURVE INTO PCF TOPOLOGY 
The next step is finding of specific air-silica microstructures 

which could provide dispersive characteristics and nonlinear 
coefficient close to the target values found in previous section. 
Calculation of modal and dispersive properties of air-silica 
microstructures have been made using a Fourier based modal 
technique [29] and optimization has been made by a gradient-
based algorithm [30]. The merit function was the root mean 
square of the difference between the target dispersion and the 
dispersion of a given design in a certain wavelength range. 

 
Fig. 2. a) Supercontinuum spectra obtained by tuning ; b) supercontinuum 

spectra obtained by tuning   

 
Fig. 4. a) Supercontinuum spectra obtained by tuning (enlarged Fig. 3(b) 
at the shorter wavelength side); b) Dispersion profiles corresponding to the 
tuning of  

 
Fig. 6. Supercontinuum generation for the design A. a) air-silica 
microstructure having fused silica solid core and hexagonal lattice of equal 
air holes, pitch , diameter of holes , core 
diameter is ; b) dispersion profiles for the target design and design 
A; c) pulse intensity profiles after propagation in 10 cm length fiber; c) 
spectral intensity profiles after propagation in 10 cm length fiber. 
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Once the target dispersion ( )D l  is fixed, a finite number Nl

of sampling wavelengths kl , ( )1,2, ,k Nl=  is chosen 

within a given working wavelength range 1, Nl
l lé ùë û . Thus, the 

merit function is evaluated by means of the expression: 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }22 target

1

1 ,
N

k kk
p D p D

N
l

l

c l l
=

= -å , (3) 

where ( )1 2 3, , ,p p p p=  is the set of parameters defining the 

PCF. In the basic case ( ),p d= L , where L  is the pitch and d 
the diameter of holes (see Fig. 6), while in a more complex 
case we will consider a PCF with two different hole sizes and 
consequently ( )1 2, ,p d d= L  (see Fig. 7 and 8). 

Given a point in the parameter space ( )mp , we evaluate 

( )kb l , using the Fourier based modal technique, then 

( )1 kb l  is evaluated analytically using the Hellmann–
Feynman theorem as it is described in Ref. [29]. Finally we 
evaluate ( )2 kb l  – and ( )kD l  – calculating numerically the 

derivative of ( )1 kb l . To reach the minimum of the merit 
function, we evaluate the derivatives of D with respect to the 
parameters, ( )( ),p kmD p l¶ . First, using again the Hellmann–

Feynman theorem we compute ( )( ),p kmpb l¶  as it is de-

scriber with detail in Ref. [30] and then numerically the 
derivatives of 1b  and 2b . Thus, we obtain a linear 

approximation for ( )( ), kmD p l : 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ), , ,lin
k k p km m mD p D p D p p pl l l= + ¶ × - , (3) 

which provides a quadratic local approximation of the merit 
function, minimum of which determines the new set of param-
eters ( )1mp + . This new point in the parameter space gives a 

dispersion closer to the target and is used as the starting point 
for a new iteration. Typically, convergence is achieved with 
less than 20 iterations.  

In our calculations we have used the Sellmeier coefficients 
reported by J. W. Fleming in [33], where the wavelength range 
0.3650–4.2809 µm was used. Thus, we assume that such val-

ues can be used up to 3 µm, although we are aware that the 
material absorption will limit the usefulness of our results 
above 2.4 µm. 

We have found three air-silica microstructures referred here 
to as designs A, B1, and B2, which are providing dispersion 
profiles close to the target one. 

A.  Design A 
At first, we investigated simple microstructures having 

fused silica solid core and hexagonal lattice of equal air holes, 
shown in the inset of Fig. 6(a). In this case, the optimization of 
the merit function was carried out in the wavelength range 
[800, 1800] nm. In this case, the starting point in the parame-
ter space was L = 2.3 µm and d = 0.6 µm and the convergence 
was achieved with 5 iterations. The Fig. 6(a) shows the evolu-
tion of the parameters along the iterative process. Dispersion 
profiles for the target design and the actually obtained fiber 
design are shown in the Fig. 6(b). Form this figure we can see 
that dispersion curves perfectly coincides around the pump 
wavelength 1550. The amount of normal dispersion at wave-
length 1550 nm is km)ps/(nm  -14.1=D × . Design A demon-
strates dispersion peak shifted to the shorter wavelength as 
compared to the target design. This is rather advantage, be-
cause one can expect expanding of the spectra stronger to the 
shorter wavelength side. However, there are some drawbacks 
in this design. Particularly there is a quite narrow bandwidth 
of flat-top normal dispersion around 1550 nm and moreover 
for µm 2>l dispersion becomes anomalous. Nonlinear 
coefficient is very small 0.003  1/(W m)g = × at 1550 nm.  

The results of supercontinuum generation depending on the 
pump energy are shown in the Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6 d). For the 
energies 5-10 nJ spectral broadening is insufficient. Spectral 
shapes are similar to SPM broadened spectra [9, 27], but we 
do not see the development of lateral bands due to the action 
of OWB and FWM typical for SC generation in ANDi fibers 
[9]. This can be attributed to the small nonlinear coefficient 
and limited narrow bandwidth of flat-top normal dispersion 
around 1550 nm. Steep dispersion profile prevents effective 
spectral broadening due to the FWM. Owing to that the spec-
tral width is smaller (SW=0.62 octave for 10 nJ pump energy) 
as compared to the target design. 

We can increase further spectral width by increasing the 
pump power, but starting from 20 nJ spectrum extends beyond 

µm 2=l such that spectral broadening appears partly in the 
anomalous dispersion region of the fiber. Owing to that we 
can see the degradation of the temporal pulse shape as Fig. 
6(c) shows. So, we can conclude that the design A is not so 
good. The limited normal dispersion band is a strong limiting 
factor, it does not allow obtain wide spectrum and maintain 
good temporal pulse profile, which is a key advantage of SC 
generation in ANDi fibers. 

B. Design B1 

 
Fig. 5. a) Supercontinuum spectrum in linear and logarithmic scale obtained 
for target design; b) Influence of nonlinear coefficient and pump energy 
variation on SC generation for the target design. 
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Next we investigate more complex air-silica microstructure 
having fused silica solid core and hexagonal lattice of air holes 
where the diameters of holes in the first inner ring and the 
outer rings are different. The optimization algorithm was ap-
plied in the wavelength range [800, 2800] nm and design B1 
was obtained, as the inset of Fig. 7(b) shows, in which the air 
holes of the inner ring need to have a diameter smaller than 
the rest of the holes. The starting point in the parameter space 
was L = 2.3 µm and d1 = d2 = 0.54 µm and converge was 
achieved after 20 iterations. The Fig. 7(a) shows the evolution 
of the parameters along the iterative process. In this case, 
dispersion is normal at least up to µm 3 as Fig. 7(b) shows. 
Design B1 also demonstrates flattened top of dispersion 
profile extended to the shorter wavelength as compared to the 
target design. However, one has to note that top of dispersion 
curve is shifted to µm .11 . The amount of normal dispersion at 
wavelength 1550 nm is larger here km)ps/(nm -17.4=D × . 
Nonlinear coefficient 0.017  1/(W m)g = ×  is also smaller as 
compared to the target design, but it is larger as compared to 
design A. The results of supercontinuum generation depending 
on the pump energy are shown in the Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(d). 
For the energies 5-10 nJ spectral broadening is also insuffi-
cient here due to the low nonlinear coefficient. Owing to that 
the spectral width is smaller (SW=1.32 octave for 10 nJ pump 
energy) as compared to the target design. However, the differ-
ence here is that we can increase pump power, due to the 
wider normal dispersion bandwidth. For example, for 

nJ 30E0 = we have SW=1.99 octave and DP = −3 dB; for 
nJ 40E0 = we have SW=2.18 octave and DP = −3 dB. So, we 

can see that the design B1 is quite attractive. One can obtain 
here spectral width larger 2 octaves, it is even larger as com-
pared to the target design. However, we have to use quite large 
initial pulse energy 30-40 nJ in order to exploit properly the 
whole normal dispersion bandwidth. Increasing of nonlinear 

coefficient would allow reducing the necessary pump pulse 
energy. But even for 10 nJ initial pump energy we can obtain 
octave spanning spectral width (SW = 1.32 octave).  

C. Design B2 
Finally, we investigate the same air-silica microstructure as in 
design B1, but with different amount of inner and outer holes 
(design B2) a second fiber design was obtained by choosing a 
different wavelength range for the optimization algorithm. In 
this case, the wavelength in which the merit function was 
minimized was [700, 2800] nm and design B2 was obtained, 
shown in the inset of Fig. 8(b). Here, the starting parameters 
were as in case B1 and convergence was also achieved after 
20 iterations. The design B2 has both inner and outer holes di-
ameters smaller than the values of design B1, which makes the 
fabrication of this fiber B2 more challenging than previous fi-
ber B1. In this case, dispersion is also normal up to µm 3 as 
Fig. 8(b) shows. Design B2 demonstrates also flattened top of 
dispersion profile extended to the shorter wavelength as com-
pared to the target design. The top of dispersion curve here is 
located exactly at the pump wavelength 1550 nm, however it 
is closer to the zero, i.e. the amount of normal dispersion at the 
pump wavelength is smaller in this case (

km)ps/(nm -6.9=D × ). Nonlinear coefficient is 
0.013  1/(W m)g = × . The results of supercontinuum genera-

tion depending on the pump energy are shown in the Fig. 8(c) 
and Fig. 8 d). In this case we can see fast development of lat-
eral spectral bands due to FWM. However generation of novel 
shorter and longer wavelength spectral components is ineffi-
cient. Energy transferred from the central part of the spectrum 
is concentrated in the spectral peaks around 1050 nm and 1800 
nm. Such that already at nJ 10E0 =  the dip arise at 1550 nm 
(DP = −3.2 dB), whereas spectral width here (SW = 1.20) is 
smaller as compared to the Design B1 (SW = 1.32) for the 
same pump pulse energy. If we increase pump energy up to 

 
Fig. 7. Supercontinuum generation for the design B1. a) air-silica 
microstructure having fused silica solid core and hexagonal lattice of air 
holes, pitch , diameters of air holes in the first inner ring are 

, diameters of air holes in the outer rings are , 
core diameter is ; b) dispersion profiles for the target design and 
design B1; c) pulse intensity profiles after propagation in 10 cm length fiber; 
c) spectral intensity profiles after propagation in 10 cm length fiber. 

 
Fig. 8. Supercontinuum generation for the design B2. a) air-silica 
microstructure having fused silica solid core and hexagonal lattice of air 
holes, pitch , diameters of air holes in the first inner ring are 

, diameters of air holes in the outer rings are , 
core diameter is ; b) dispersion profiles for the target design and 
design B2; c) pulse intensity profiles after propagation in 10 cm length fiber; 
c) spectral intensity profiles after propagation in 10 cm length fiber. 
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nJ 15E0 = , we obtain SW = 1.35 octave and DP = −3.5 dB. 
The fast development of the spectral dip already at 10 nJ can 
be related to smaller amount of normal dispersion at 1550 nm 
in design B2 as compared to the design B1. Smaller amount of 
normal dispersion leads to the enhanced relative action of 
nonlinear effects [27] and potentially should increase spectral 
broadening. However, the impact of dispersion slope also be-
comes more important when dispersion peak is close to zero. 
In the Design B2 dispersion slope is enough to restrict gradual 
generation of novel wavelength spectral component shorter 
1000 nm and longer 2200 nm.  

Thus, we can conclude that the design B2 has clear 
drawbacks. Dynamics of SC generation is fast and the strong 
spectral dip in the central part arises already at quite low pump 
energy. This leads to the worsening of the spectral flatness 
while the spectral width is not so wide as compared to Design 
B1. 

V. DISCUSSION 
Results presented in previous section shows that the design 

B1 is the most attractive. It allows obtaining supercontinuum 
larger than 2 octaves with good spectral flatness (DP = 
−3 dB). 

From the presented analysis we can summarize also some 
other details important for designing and optimization of 
ANDi PCF. One has to maintain normal dispersion in the 
whole spectral band occupied by SC for maintaining stable 
pulse in temporal domain. Extending of the flattened top of 
dispersion profile to the shorter wavelength allows wider SC 
generation at shorter wavelength side of the spectrum. The 
amount of normal dispersion at the pump wavelength has to be 
quite large ( km)ps/(nm  -14~D × ). But we have to note also 
some limitations of the presented analysis. The GNLSE (1) 
does not include spectral dependence of nonlinear coefficient. 
However, its influence on SC generation in ANDi fibers has 
been already investigated [9, 19, 20]. Spectral variation of 
nonlinear coefficient theoretically would lead to the stronger 
broadening in the shorter wavelength side of the spectrum and 
smaller broadening in the longer wavelength side of the spec-
trum. However, comparison with experiment does not prove 
this estimation [9, 19, 20]. Moreover constant nonlinear coef-
ficient in (1) provides better matching with experiment [9]. 
Probably this can be related to the specific spectral broadening 
mechanism in ANDi fiber [9].  

An important limiting factor is material loss in silica which 
increases strongly for µm 4.2>l [31], this can limit the 
supercontinuum width at longer wavelength side in air-silica 
microstructure. For example, if we take design B1 for 

nJ 30E0 = we have SW = 1.99 octave as Fig. 7 d) shows. Cut-
ting of spectral intensity at µm 4.2 gives SW = 1.84. 

Another important issue is that the nonlinear coefficient in 
the Design B1 is smaller as compared to the target design. 
Therefore, it is necessary to use quite large initial pulse energy 
30-40 nJ in order to exploit the whole normal dispersion 
bandwidth. Modern commercial compact femtosecond fiber 
lasers could deliver already up to 50 nJ pulse energy at 1550 
nm [32]. However, application of lower energy pulses would 
be more beneficial. Increasing of nonlinear coefficient would 

allow reducing the necessary pump pulse energy. This can be 
done without the changing of materials in the fiber by modifi-
cation of only geometrical structure to provide smaller effec-
tive mode area. However the changes of effective mode area 
via the variation of geometrical structure will influence the 
dispersion profile as well. But in this particular case one can 
see that designs B1 and B2 provides excessive band of normal 
dispersion (ZDW point located at wavelength longer 3 µm), 
which cannot be fully exploited in air-silica fibers due to the 
increased absorption in silica at the wavelengths longer 2.4 
µm. Therefore it is natural to impose constrain on the width of 
normal dispersion band up to 2.4 µm in the optimization algo-
rithm. This should give more freedom to the numerical algo-
rithm when searching the minimum of merit function. In other 
words one can increase nonlinear coefficient via the price of 
worsening of dispersion profile at wavelengths larger 2.4 µm. 
But in order to ensure the finding of minima with smaller ef-
fective mode area one has to modify directly the merit func-
tion by including evaluation of effective mode area relative to 
some target effective mode area. The relative contributions of 
effective mode area and dispersion into the merit function can 
be tuned by weight coefficients. We are going to include the 
mentioned possibility into our numerical algorithm. 

Results obtained after numerical optimization clearly show 
that the potential of air-silica ANDi PCFs is still not fully ex-
ploited. Up to now the designing of such fibers were limited 
by variation of the pitch and diameter of equal air holes in the 
hexagonal lattice [9, 11, 14, 15]. But additional flexibility can 
be achieved via e.g. variation of air holes diameters in each 
ring. One can see that the changing of air holes diameter in 
only one inner ring (Designs B1, B2) can significantly expand 
normal dispersion band up to 3 µm. This can support poten-
tially huge SC generation up to two octaves and more. How-
ever, the expanding of SC towards longer wavelengths is lim-
ited by absorption in silica. Therefore, for the wavelength re-
gion > 2.4 µm e.g. soft glasses or chalcogenide fibers have to 
be used. On the other side SC in air-silica ANDi PCFs can be 
expanded to shorter wavelengths. This can be done by ex-
tending the flat top of dispersion curve towards shorter wave-
lengths. It was shown that the top of dispersion curve can be 
shifted at least up to 600 nm such that visible SC generation is 
possible [9]. However, the dispersion slope was quite strong in 
the fiber proposed in [9] preventing SC generation towards 
near infrared. We believe that proper dispersion engineering 
and numerical optimization would provide finding of novel 
air-silica ANDi PCFs designs allowing SC generation up to 
two octaves covering visible and NIR regions.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
In order to optimize the fiber supercontinuum generation in 

all-normal dispersion regime at 1550 nm, it has been found 
particularly useful to split the procedure in to steps. First we 
investigated the optimum dispersion profile that leads to the 
broadest and flattest supercontinuum spectrum. Second, sev-
eral air-silica microstructured fibers have been proposed, 
which provide the best fit to the target dispersion profile 
within a certain wavelength range, assuming either an uniform 
microstructure or air holes or a microstructure with two differ-
ent sizes of air holes. Our results show that it is feasible to fab-
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ricate an air-silica microstructured fiber with normal disper-
sion up to µm 3 and nonlinear coefficient 

0.017  1/(W m)g = ×  at 1550 nm. Although the nonlinear 
coefficient is relatively small with respect the values that are 
achievable in all-normal fibers at 800−1100 nm, we have 
demonstrated that pumping with 10 nJ and 100 fs pulses pro-
vides supercontinuum generation of 1.3 octave; whereas in-
creasing the pump up to 30 nJ would generate a 1.8 octave su-
percontinuum. 
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